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Change

T  his coming year we will celebrate 
Verwater’s 100th birthday.  
One century young, and worth 

a celebration. For things are going 
well for Verwater, both in the Nether-
lands and in Belgium. Our Industrial 
Services companies are performing 
excellently, nearly all large contracts 
in tank construction and maintenance 
are “high and dry” and our teams at 
the project sites are close-knit.  
We are advancing in new tank con-
struction projects, into which the 
acquisition of the prefab location at 
the RDM shipyard fits very well. I see 
the entrepreneurship within our com-
pany, while retaining the all-important 
craftsmanship, as the key to our suc-
cess. Just like our innovative capacity. 
We are constantly looking for improve-
ments and better ways of working, so 
that our customers choose us and  
we can earn a living. Now and in  
the future. 
 
This year is also a farewell for me.  
As of 1 November, I will be taking 
things a little easier. My role as CEO 
will stop, but I will remain connected 
to Verwater as a consultant. I have 
worked on two major challenges in 
recent years for Verwater: safety and 
profitable growth. Safety takes absolu-
te precedence, and requires constant 
focus. In improving our safety culture, 
we are constantly achieving better 

results. Growth with a strong margin 
pressure is a struggle. 
 
We find ourselves in a difficult market 
and we fight the pressure on margins 
by focusing on partnerships with our 
customers. As a result, our customer 
relationships are more equal than 
before and are able to take a knock. 
 
I have enjoyed working for Verwater 
almost every day, not least because of 
the excellent cooperation with my fel-
low directors Marloes Oude Breuil and 
Eddy Spolspoel. Marloes is taking over 
the helm and will keep our Verwater 
ship on the right course, with all her 
experience and commitment and  
supported by Eddy and all our staff. 
 
Finally, what is worth celebrating is that 
we moved into our new premises at 
the Droogdokweg in Rotterdam. 
From there, we will continue to work 
on Verwater’s growth and prosperity, 
in a revitalised office with the latest 
technology, spaciousness and light, 
and more room for meeting and 
working together. In 2022 we hope to 
welcome you at a wonderful opening 
party, which will coincide with our 
100th anniversary! 

Wichard Huigen | 
CEO Verwater Group

Verwater celebrates its 100th anniversary this year and is bursting 
with new energy. In recent years, several important developments 
were initiated, which have made our company more robust and 
versatile. Our distinctive concept of “Total Tank Maintenance” works. 
We have expanded our approach to prefab tank construction with the 
acquisition of SJR at the RDM shipyard. Our Verwater Estonia branch 
is growing solidly and we are improving our range with innovations 
such as rotating tank construction. We have an excellent position in 
the market, which is now gaining momentum again. But there are 
more reasons for a positive outlook.
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Verwater is an industrial service 
provider specialising in tank 
maintenance and tank construction.
We are experts in tank jacking, 
tank relocation, civil engineering 
works, piping, turnarounds, coating, 
painting, E&I, E&A, panel building 
and engineering. Verwater works 
alongside its customers on the 
frontline and, thanks to its offices in 
the Netherlands, Belgium, Estonia, 
Louisiana and Singapore and its 
multidisciplinary solutions, is close to 
its customers.

In our corporate magazine 
Waterdrops, we let customers, 
experts and Verwater colleagues 
discuss issues that concern both our 
customers and us. The labour market, 
smart maintenance management 
and HSEQ for instance, but also the 
meaning of large social developments 
in practice.

Editorial
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Vopak Singapore
accommodates 79 tanks with a capacity 
of a total of 1.3 million m3 at the Seba-
rok terminal in Singapore. The terminal 
is one of the five terminals that Vopak 
– the world’s largest independent tank 
storage service provider – has in Sin-
gapore. Verwater is also one of Vopak’s 
preferred suppliers in Singapore. 

10 tanks
When a tank needs to be jacked up, 
Vopak knows where to find Verwater
in Singapore. In the past two years 
Verwater jacked up 10 out of the 79 
tanks at the Sebarok terminal.

6 to 8 weeks
The refurbishment work on these tanks 
usually takes about 6 to 8 weeks. For large 
tanks, it can take up to 12 weeks. The 
jacking work itself always takes about one 
day, thanks to very extensive preparati-
ons: one day at the start and one day at 
the end of the process. In general total 
preparation takes about one week, as 
does completion once the tank has been 
replaced.

20 to 25 min.
Vopak Singapore’s terminal is located on 
Sebarok island. To reach the workplace, 
there are small ferries which can only 
transport about 10 people at a time. 
A ferry trip takes 20 to 25 minutes.

9 people
The Verwater Singapore team consists 
of 9 permanent employees. In addition, 
local contractors are employed under 
Verwater supervision during the jacking.

0
Professional and safe work is also para-
mount for Verwater in Singapore.
With a TRIR (Total Recordable Incident 
Rate) of 0, the safety record has been
 exceptionally good for more than 5 
years.

text Trudy van Dijk
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Less CO2 emission 
thanks to ethanol 
blending
Ethanol blending – adding ethanol to petrol – is an important 
step towards reducing the CO2 emissions associated with 
fuel consumption. Therefore, energy supplier VARO Energy 
recently invested, within the Ethanol Blending Project, in a 
new installation where the energy supplier can blend ethanol 
from one tank into three other tanks. As part of this project, 
VARO Energy asked Verwater to take care of the periodic tank 
renovation, including the repairs that followed from the 
inspection.

Corné Hellemons, Discipline Engineer Tank Maintenance at VARO Energy

‘We are extremely satisfied by the good and close 
cooperation of Verwater with our other in-house 
contractors who, among other things, laid the pipework 
and fully coated the tank wall and bottom. As a result, 
the project was completed safely and successfully within 
the planned three-month period. Besides that, the 
Verwater project team had already proven itself during 
previous projects. As a commissioning party, by now 
we can completely rely on Verwater’s experience 
and expertise.’
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Even more flexibility for Vesta 
Terminal Antwerp customers thanks 
to infrared system for aviation fuel
Offering flexibility to customers. This has been the top priority for 
Vesta Terminal Antwerp for 50 years. The transhipment company 
recently took a new step with the construction of five tanks and a 
pipeline infrastructure that connects the terminal with most major 
airports in Western and North-Western Europe via the Central Euro-
pean Pipe Line System.

text  Willem Fledderus 
photo Maarten Laupman

These include the applicable health, 
safety and environmental standards 
and also apply to water tap, filter and 
circulation pump systems. And of 
course, our new installation will also 
comply with the JIG guidelines.’ 

Rotating construction
‘The fact that Verwater won the 
tender for the construction of the 
storage tanks, is not only due to 
them having been a reliable partner 
in the maintenance of our terminal 
for years’, says Van Dooren. ‘We 
were particularly impressed by their 
proposed method of construction. 
Verwater proposed rotating tank 
construction; a technique whereby 
the tank rotates in front of the wel-
ding installations instead of the other 
way around. This allows the welder 
to work faster and avoids having to 
constantly move bundles of cables. 
Also, fewer people need to work at 
heights. All in all, this results in a safer 
work process, a shorter processing 
time and lower costs.’

Comfort zone
‘The tanks are scheduled for me-
chanical completion in September 
2022 after which we can test whether 
we can safely transport the pro-
duct flows’, says Brosens. ‘The first 
product will flow into the tanks in 
Q4. Besides Verwater, Vesta Terminal 
Antwerp has also selected a number 
of other contractors for the civil engi-
neering works and for the piping. →  

Several years ago, Vesta Terminal 
Antwerp purchased a connec-
tion to the Central European 

Pipeline System (CEPS). Koen van 
Dooren, general manager of Vesta 
Terminal Antwerp: ‘Due to the incre-
asing demand for aviation fuels, we 
saw an opportunity to offer more 
flexibility to customers who (want to) 
use this network, with new tanks and 
pipelines. CEPS has a total length of 
5,500 kilometres and ensures the an-
nual transport of thirteen million m3 
of fuel to the major airports in West 
and Northwest Europe.’ Van Dooren 
is not worried about the effects of 
the COVID-19 crisis: ‘The number of 
aircraft movements may have been 
greatly reduced by COVID-19, but all 
studies suggest that air traffic will 
soon be picking up.’

Aviation fuel
In April, Vesta Terminal Antwerp 
started building the new tanks. Van 
Dooren: ‘We are building the tanks 
and the pipeline infrastructure with 
maximum flexibility, so that we can 
allow the open transhipment of 
several qualities and products at the 
same time. With these new tanks 
added, – the total capacity measured 
over the three terminals was already 
1.6 million m3 –we can now also store 
and pump aviation fuel in CEPS.’ Pro-
ject manager Toon Brosens adds: ‘We 
build pipeline systems for aviation 
(bio)fuel to our jetties that meet all 
the product quality requirements. 

Vesta
Terminal 
Antwerp
Vesta Terminal Antwerp has 
branches in Antwerp, Vlissin-
gen and Tallinn (Estonia) and 
stores and tranships crude 
oil, refined petroleum pro-
ducts, biofuels and petroche-
micals. Its customers include 
international oil traders, large 
oil companies, petrochemical 
producers, local fuel distri-
butors and bunker suppliers. 
Vesta Terminal Antwerp has 
two jetties where the largest 
tankers can moor. Brosens: 
‘They can unload 180 million 
litres of diesel or jet fuel per 
cargo. With four lighter/barge 
jetties and several connected 
pipelines, we have an excel-
lent hinterland connection. To 
be able to handle even more 
ocean-going vessels, the 
Port of Antwerp is currently 
building an extra quay wall. 
This will be completed by 
2024.’ Since April 2013 Vesta 
Terminal Antwerp has a 50-50 
partnership between Mercu-
ria Energy Asset Management 
B.V. and Sinomart KTS Deve-
lopment Limited. 
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‘WE BUILD TANKS AND PIPELINE 
INFRASTRUCTURE WITH 
MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY’

Verwater employees laying bottom plates for one of the five new tanks.

in a socially responsible way. Part of 
that is treating staff’ with respect’, 
says Brosens. ‘At peak times, some 
120 people will be working on the 
construction of the tanks, with safety 
being of paramount importance.’

Flexibility
Van Dooren emphasises that the 
infrastructure of the existing tanks 
has also been adapted in recent 
years. ‘As a result, our customers can 
use them to store different types of 
products in order to get the most out 

of the market situation. The fact that 
we offer our customers flexibility is 
perhaps the most important reason 
for our 50-year existence. That is 
our distinguishing capacity. We will 
therefore continue to keep an eye on 
the changing energy flows and we’ll 
investigate all possibilities in order 
to be able to respond to them in the 
future.’ 

Both renowned companies. Vesta 
Terminal Antwerp manages the 
process. We started with getting to 
know each other well in advance and 
made the overall planning together. 
‘”Together” is a core value in our 
company. We want to construct a 
story together, get a feeling for the 
project. This way we all end up in a 
comfort zone and Vesta Terminal 
Antwerp can take each party’s ideas 
into account as much as possible. 
During negotiations we always attach 
great importance to parties acting 
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Timing in transition is crucial
Nobody has a working crystal ball with which to predict the 
future. Neither do I, although sometimes I wouldn’t mind one. 
Nevertheless, we can see a couple of developments coming, and 
they are going to play an important role for Verwater and its 
customers. Shall I name a few?

For example, the end of the nitrogen crisis is unfortunately not yet in 
sight. The Dutch government really needs to take action quickly. In 
addition, after the temporary dip due to COVID-19, the high price of 

raw materials is becoming a major problem. Things like steel are becoming 
more and more expensive, not to mention computer chips, which are almost 
impossible to get. I hope that this will not put too big a brake on economic 
recovery, but I fear that we will all suffer from it. New construction projects 
for tank storage companies for instance, are becoming dozens of percent 
more expensive. 
 
Another issue that many companies in this industry are struggling with is 
the pace of the energy and raw materials transition. The intermediate goals 
for 2030 still seem a long way off, but nine years is a short time. I am con-
vinced that electrification and hydrogen will play a major role in production. 
Moreover, we have to start looking into the raw materials and fuels of the 
future. That also raises interesting issues for Verwater and its customers. 
For example, will it be possible to store ammonia in a tank currently used for 
petroleum in a few years’ time? Or will that require a major conversion? What 
will be the bulk products of the future? Do we fully embrace biofuels or will 
we continue with fossil fuels for at least another 50 years? 
 
Whatever the case, the market is constantly changing and I like it that way. 
What I find less appealing is the recent court ruling in the so-called “climate 
case” against Shell. Shell, as market leader, was really put in the black book, 
which does not do justice to the complexity of the transition. Obviously,  
I have a history with fossil fuels myself, and I have never kept that a secret. 
Nor is it a secret that I believe the world needs to change. But the timing is 
crucial, if we want to preserve our prosperity and well-being as well as the 
climate.   

Peter Goedvolk | Entrepreneur and Supervisory Director at Verwater
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What is 
required for 
building the 
five new tanks?

1.755
The placing of 1.755 screw piles.

850.000
Processing +/- 850,000 kg reinforce-
ment steel.

8.000 
Processing approximately 8,000 m3 of 
concrete.

2.900.000
Processing +/- 2.900,000 kg of sheet 
metal.

604.000
The assembly of +/- 604,000 kg of 
steel structures.

5.500 
Installing 5,500 m of pipelines.

1
The development of a new electrical 
substation.

But the most important of all? 
Working with the right contractors 
and people with the right attitude 
with regard to safety.



A CENTURY 
OF VERWATER

text Gerben Holwerda 

1922-1940: THE FOUNDING

1940-1950: WAR AND RECONSTRUCTION

1950-1960: MAJOR WORKS

In 1922 Hendricus Verwater founded his company. It was 
the time of great growth for the ports of Rotterdam.  
Verwater took on all the work involved. Construction of 
harbours and dykes, and especially the digging of con-
struction pits. By the way, Verwater did not only do this in 
the harbour. The company also worked on new residential 
areas in Rotterdam Spangen, Blijdorp and Delfshaven.

Just before World War II, Verwater was helping in the construction 
of the legendary Blijdorp Zoo. With the oncoming war, the activities 
quickly shifted to digging air-raid shelters. At the outbreak of the war 
Hendricus Verwater had to go into military service. The remaining 
employees focused on groundwork for emergency shelters and the 
construction of quays for the Volker dredging company.

In the post-war years, Verwater increasingly played a role in major works. 
For example, the filling up of the river Schie with debris that was left from the 
bombing of Rotterdam. Verwater also took on the groundwork for the Dijkzigt 
Hospital (the present Erasmus Medical Centre). In 1956, the first large professional 
equipment purchased was a dragline. This was a turning point for the company: 
from that date onwards work increased rapidly, both in the city and in the harbours 
and the emerging petrochemical industry.

This coming year, Verwater will be celebrating a special anniversary: the company will have existed 
for a century. In that century, Verwater developed from a Rotterdam based excavation company to 
a multidisciplinary, global contractor for industrial and petrochemical systems in tank maintenance 
and tank construction.

10



1960-1970: INNOVATION

1970-1980: START OF INTERNATIONALISATION

1980-1990: SINGAPORE BRANCH

1990-2000: CIVIL ENGINEERING

The sixties started with increasingly more work for the ever-
growing Shell Pernis, where Verwater won its first large tank 
jacking contract in 1961. This was a major breakthrough. Verwater 
worked increasingly more often for Shell. In addition, Verwater 
remained active in land and roadworks, mainly commissioned by 
the municipality of Rotterdam. In 1965, a new service was launched: 
commissioned by Esso, Verwater moved a complete tank. This tank 
was being moved on rollers, which turned out not to be a very fast 
way. Thus, Verwater developed a method with special lorries on 
railway tracks, and later on specialized trailers the so-called
 “strassenrollers”. The jacking and relocating of tanks became 
a successful activity at home and abroad.

Verwater opened an office in Belgium in 1970. Both Shell and Matex (one of the pre-
decessors of Vopak) saw an increase in the demand for the relocation of entire tank 
parks. In addition, the port area in Rotterdam expanded from the Botlek to Europoort 
and the Maasvlakte. And Verwater went out into the world even further: to Denmark, 
France and the United Kingdom, and even Oman, Malaysia and Curaçao.

The internationalisation continued in the eighties. Verwater landed orders in Kenya, 
Brunei and New Zealand. The company opened a branch in Singapore. In the late eighties, 
the demand for tanks started to decline. By mediating in the resale of surplus tanks, 
Verwater still managed to generate the necessary revenue. In addition, the company 
continued to further refine and innovate its jacking technology.

Verwater followed Shell to Nigeria, which brought in a lot of work. 
The company continued to grow and acquired more and more 
new equipment. A new workshop was opened in Belgium. Ver-
water also entered the civil engineering market. In addition, the 
market for jacking and moving tanks remained substantial.

1111

→
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2000-2010: BIGGEST TANK EVER

2010-2020: REORGANISATION

2020-HEDEN: VERWATER ESTONIA AND SJR ACQUISITION 

After a dip at the beginning of the century, a period of growth and an 
important new acquisition followed: Verwater expanded with Dijksman, 
a renowned tank builder. From that moment on, Verwater became a 
major player in tank construction, in addition to being a tank jacker and 
contractor. The projects became bigger and bigger, from a project for 
Vopak with tanks of 40 to 45 metres in diameter to the construction of 
the biggest tanks ever (with a diameter of 87 metres!) at the Maasvlakte 
Oil Terminal (MOT). New construction projects abroad also followed.

Unfortunately, the growth to ever larger and international projects also had a 
downside. Verwater had a setback with two very large tank construction 
projects and ran into financial difficulties around 2013. An external invest-
ment party came forward and a major reorganisation followed. Verwater 
quickly returned to being profitable. In 2015, Verwater acquired business 
units of former Imtech Industrial Services and thus expanded its portfolio 
with electrical engineering, instrumentation, automation, valve overhaul and 
panel building.

In 2020 Verwater Estonia opened its doors in Tallinn. With this new workshop, Verwater is ensuring new recruit-
ment of well-trained personnel with ‘the Verwater DNA’. The new employees are deployed for new construction 
and maintenance projects in the Netherlands and Belgium.
 
The most recent achievement is the acquisition of SJR at the end of 2020, by means of which Verwater expanded
its services to include the prefab construction of tanks with a height of up to 32 metres and a diameter of up to 
24 metres.
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Peter Werkman of family business Werkman Hoofcare, grate-
fully made use of Verwater’s expertise in electrical enginee-
ring during their new construction project. ‘We are making 
the production process of millions of horseshoes that we sup-
ply annually more sustainable, and at the same time we are 
expanding. Verwater plays a crucial role in this.’

Werkman Hoofcare is a global top player in the horseshoe and 
shoeing market. Millions of horseshoes find their way across the 
world from Groningen. The company has grown considerably in 

over a century. The increasing demand, the desire for further expansion and 
the switch to a more sustainable production method meant that they will be 
moving to a new location in Eemshaven this autumn. 
 
‘Up to now we have been using gas-fired furnaces for the production of 
horseshoes’, Werkman explains. ‘But at our new location we are switching 
to induction furnaces. It is more climate-friendly, and we’ll have to get rid of 
the gas at some point anyway. Beside that, with the electric furnaces we can 
keep the temperature more consistent, which leads to greater efficiency and 
less waste’ 
 
For all electro-technical work involved in the new plant, Werkman calls on 
Verwater. Werkman: ‘They take care of the electrical supply, lay the cables 
and lighting, and connect everything. They also mapped out and labelled 
all the electrical equipment at the old location prior to the move, so that it 
could be moved effortlessly to our new premises. And during the project, we 
agreed that they would also make the control box for a new production line 
and provide call out services.’ 
 
‘Verwater plays a crucial role in our project’, says Werkman. ‘We are a large 
SME company, but knowledge of large-scale electro-technical projects is a 
new challenge for us. Especially then you’ll want a party that thinks along 
with you and on whose competences you can rely. A partner who takes you 
along in the process, so that you can trust that everything will turn out all 
right. Verwater is very strong in this respect. 

‘WITH VERWATER, I TRUST THAT
THE SUSTAINABILITY OF OUR
PRODUCTION PROCESS WILL 
BE A SUCCESS’

Customer in the picture
From the Netherlands, Belgium, Singapore and Houston we provide 
tank maintenance, tank construction and other industrial services 
for a range of customers. How do they experience this? 
Peter Werkman, of Werkman Hoofcare, explains.
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texts Trudy van Dijk

From waste water to green energy
The production of paper involves a significant amount of waste water. The Stora Enso paper factory in Sweden joined forces with 

Gasum (the Swedish equivalent of the Dutch Gasunie) to make a virtue of this necessity. The waste water is now the most important 

resource to help fuel about 150 lorries a year. Gasum had a biogas plant built on the site of the paper factory and asked Dutch company 

Paques, a market leader in supplying gas and water treatment systems, to build it. Paques, in turn, asked Verwater Industrial Services 

Noord-Oost to take care of the E&I work from the basic engineering phase at the site in Sweden. Project leader Stephan de Vries: 

‘The biogas project, named Nymölla, comprises biogas production, upgrading and liquefaction. We provided the detailed engineering, 

the delivery and execution of the Motor Control Cabinet (MCC-panel), the control panel, the remote IO boxes, the Asi bus control, 

the UPS installation, the cable routes, the cabling, the grounding, the lightning protection and the Atex loops. In addition, we took care 

of the pre-commissioning of the delivered system. A fun job for which we invested a lot of time in the preparation. The work went 

smoothly, but the pandemic did throw a spanner in the works with regards to planning. The work therefore started a little later than 

expected, however by now the biogas plant is running to complete satisfaction.

Projects
From the Netherlands, Belgium, Singapore and Houston we 
provide tank maintenance, tank construction and other 
industrial services for a range of customers. A brief selection 
from our projects. More projects can be found 
on www.verwater.com.

Regular guest at VARO Energy for specialist tank 
maintenance
Ever since the seventies, Verwater has been a regular guest at the 

refinery fully owned and operated by VARO Energy (“VARO”) in 

Cressier, by Neuchâtel (Switzerland). Herman Buisman, Internatio-

nal Projects Manager at Verwater: ‘About every two years, 

the energy company VARO, which runs two refineries and over 40 

storage terminals in North West Europe sends a team of specialists 

from Verwater in The Netherlands to accomplish complex mainte-

nance jobs.’ This was also the case when recently the bottom of one 

of the tanks had to be replaced while the heating coil had to be pre-

served. Buisman explains: ‘The bottom coil uses steam to heat the 

transport fuel in the tank when the outdoor temperature drops. In 

this way, the fuel remains liquid.’ He explains that this involved a 

few hundred metres of piping, some 35 cm above the bottom of the 

tank. ‘Preserving this requires precision work. 

After separating the central bottom from the annular (the outer 

ring of the tank bottom) and placing a support structure under the 

coil, the tank was jacked up to a height of 2 metres, together with 

the coil. Then the old bottom was replaced and the tank with the 

coil was lowered again. A team of five completed the project safely, 

within time and budget.

Oiltanking Terneuzen chooses
unique construction system
Verwater Oiltanking Terneuzen – current 

storage capacity of over 500 million m3 

divided between 40 tanks – recently asked 

Verwater to build two new cup tanks. Tony 

Hulstaert, Commercial Director Verwater: 

‘The good experience with Verwater at 

the Oiltanking terminal in Amsterdam 

certainly played a role. The decisive factor, 

however, was our construction system. 

Traditionally, tank builders choose to start 

with the bottom and then build up the tank 

further. We start with the roof and the top 

of the tank, weld on the roof plates, then jack 

up the tank and continue the construction 

using this method. In this way we exclude 

the risk of tankshell damage due to wind. 

We also weld in a rotating manner. This me-

ans that the welder does not go around the 

tank, but the tank rotates in front of the wel-

der. This gives us a superior welding quality 

and little or no rework is needed.’ A cup tank 

consists of two stacked tanks with the lower 

tank collecting any retention. Verwater is 

building two cup tanks at the terminal in 

Terneuzen with a capacity of 22,000 m3 

and 5,000 m3 respectively. The work also 

includes laying the foundation and applying 

insulation and coating. The civil engineering 

works for this new construction assignment 

will start in 2021 and the tanks will be deli-

vered by the end of 2022.
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Verwater Singapore is in 
charge of two projects in 
Brunei and Hongkong
A major oil producer recently commissi-

oned Verwater to supervise two mainte-

nance projects in Hong Kong and Brunei 

and to take care of the jacking work. Piet 

Meertens, Regional Manager Southeast 

Asia – Pacific at Verwater: ‘In Brunei it 

was a tank with a diameter of no less 

than 70 metres that needed repairs on the 

roof and a new bottom. In Hongkong, the 

bottom of a smaller tank with a diameter 

of 10 metres had to be replaced. In both 

cases, the jack-up maintenance work was 

carried out under our supervision. For the 

civil engineering work and mechanical 

work, we brought in a local mechanical 

contractor with whom we had worked 

to our complete satisfaction for quite 

some time. Our own team carried out 

the jacking work, including preparation 

and completion. For the job in Brunei, we 

sent in an additional local supervisor for 

training purposes. Both projects were 

completed to the customer’s comple-

te satisfaction and within budget and 

planning.

TotalEnergies Antwerp gives Verwater 
‘the keys’ again
Verwater has been the general maintenance partner of  

TotalEnergies Antwerp since 2007. Yet in recent years it was 

quite tense whether Verwater would remain so. In 2018, the 

parent company TotalEnergies decided to source centrally 

from Paris and asked several new and regular maintenance 

suppliers to bid for the tender. Tony Hulstaert, Commercial 

Director Verwater: ‘In August 2021 it was announced that  

TotalEnergies Antwerp had extended the contract with us. 

We are extremely proud that TotalEnergies Antwerp has cho-

sen us again.’ He explains: ‘One of the decisive reasons was 

that all maintenance contractors work under the supervision 

of Verwater. By giving us “the keys” we can minimise lost 

time, allowing us to deliver projects 20 to 25 percent faster.’ 

But there was another important reason. Hulstaert: ‘In 2019, 

a fatal accident took place under our auspices at the Total-

Energies Antwerp site. That accident was a huge shock for 

everyone involved: after all, employee safety is our number 

one priority. We set aside a great deal of time to talk about this 

with those involved and other customers, and to learn lessons 

from it. We then tightened up our safety policy even further. 

TotalEnergies has indicated that our openness and approach 

was another reason to choose us.’ Within the contract, 

Verwater is ultimately responsible for the complete tank 

maintenance package: civil engineering work, mechanical 

work and jacking work, piping, coating, insulation, scaffol-

ding construction and fire prevention.

15

Renovation and new construction for BP Europoort
Verwater has been providing civil maintenance for BP Europoort since 2012. Since Verwater built a new tank at the 

BP site in 2018, the oil company has brought in Verwater more often for specialist work. Project manager Roland van 

Vlijmen: ‘For example we are currently providing major renovation work for tanks 4 and 40. We are nearly finished 

with the construction of tank 25 and will start with the construction of another new tank, tank 88, in October.’ He 

explains: ‘Major maintenance work includes engineering, jacking work, renewing the foundation, piping, fitting a 

new wall connection, and coating the inside and outside of the tank. At tank 40, we are also installing a walkway 

and an aluminium dome: an aluminium roof that helps to prevent 

emissions. We are building the new tanks using the rotating and 

jacking method, working closely with the colleagues from our 

prefab department. Because we also work closely with collea-

gues of Verwater Estonia and Verwater Protective Coating, we 

offer customers a total tank maintenance package. BP likes that. 

Meanwhile, we are also talking with BP about similar projects in 

Gelsenkirchen in Germany.’
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on both sides. You can also choose for 
a wall box, where the charging cable 
comes out of the wall.

Improve sustainability
We have put together a special team 
that takes care of the necessary civil 
engineering works, the cabling, the 
commissioning and the inspection 

by an independent party. Because 
Verwater is at home on many (petro)
chemical sites, we know exactly 
which regulations, permits, requi-
rements and safety rules apply. In 
short, you will improve your sustai-
nability without having to give it a 
second thought.   

Verwater charging stations: 
robust, sleek, industrial
Many of our customers are taking measures to switch to a future 
with lower CO2 emissions. Verwater supports them in this, wherever 
possible. We do this in activities such as tank construction and tank 
maintenance, but also in other areas. Our Panel Building department 
recently designed a charging station for charging electric vehicles.

The Verwater charging station is 
made entirely of stainless-steel 
(SST). This makes the station 

durable and robust and gives it a mi-
nimalistic and industrial look. Further-
more, it is possible to personalise the 
stations with a printed logo or slogan. 
The pole also has a double 22kW 
connection, so it can charge a vehicle 

text Willem Fledderus
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A composite storage tank

Smart!
How can we improve? At Verwater we are always looking for smart 
solutions to make our work easier, safer and more efficient. In doing 
so, we like to learn from colleagues, customers and (also) from 
mistakes. This edition: a composite storage tank.

Van der Laan has noticed that 
the interest in the composite 
tanks of Verwater Composites 

is growing rapidly. ‘Logical’, he thinks, 
when looking at the advantages. ‘They 
are suitable for the storage of many 
substances: vegetable oils, foodstuffs, 
biodiesel, demineralised water, waste 
water and firefighting water, but also 
fatty acids and chemicals, such as 
FAME (fatty acids methyl esthers), 
acids and polymers. Furthermore, 
with the same thickness of polyu-
rethane foam and polyester, we 
achieve a 35 percent better insulation, 
so there is less heat loss.’ By far the 
biggest advantage is that there is no 
corrosion and no microbial corrosion 
(MIC). ‘The wall finish is smooth and 
non-porous’, Van der Laan explains. 
‘The substance you store in it will not 
adhere to the walls, so it makes a huge 
difference in cleaning and maintenan-
ce costs. The lifespan of the design 
is about fifty years and the carbon 
footprint is 40 percent lower than  
that of a steel tank, purely because of 
the material.’

Tanks in any preferred diameter
What is composite? ‘In short, in our 
case, composite is a composition of 
fibreglass and polyester’, Van der Laan 
explains. ‘And polyester is a compositi-
on of resin and styrene. The fibreglass 
that is required for the strength in 
horizontal and vertical direction is 
impregnated with resin, after which it 
cures. This creates a material that is 

stronger than steel. Here, at our pro-
duction facility in Moerdijk, we have 
three moulds and two machines that 
can make tanks in various sizes, from 
3.5 to 14 metres in diameter and up 
to 4,000 m3 in capacity. The moulds 
are continuously adaptable. This 
enables us to supply tanks in any 
diameter. That is convenient, be-
cause the space in a tank terminal 
is often limited.’

Much progress made
Van der Laan, originally a che-
mical technologist, has been 
working in the field of glass 
fibre-reinforced plastic tanks 
for thirty years. He has witnes-
sed its development over the 
years at close quarters. ‘A lot 
of progress has been made 
in a relatively short period of 
time’, he says. ‘The quality has 
improved enormously and all 
kinds of guidelines have been 
developed with which the 
product must comply. 
Our tanks meet the 
European standard 
EN13121. ’

The demand for composite tanks is rising sharply. Jan Anno van der 
Laan, sales manager at Verwater Composites is not surprised: 
‘Composite is more durable than steel, corrosion-free and low in 
maintenance costs. And you can use it to build not only small silos,  
but also large storage tanks for the (petro)chemical industry.’

‘THE CARBON FOOTPRINT
OF COMPOSITE IS 40 
PERCENT LOWER 
THAN OF STEEL’ 

text  Willem Fledderus 
photo Maarten Laupman
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should say: “I will ask Verwater to 
build my tank, because there I have 
everything in one hand: foundation, 
piping, transport, and as little hassle 
as possible on site. Moreover, they 

think my way for the best and most 
sustainable solution, and they build 
their tanks very efficiently.” The acqui-
sition of SJR fits this profile perfectly. 
The company specialises in prefab 

Joining forces for broader 
range and growth
A one-stop-shop for tanks. With the acquisition of SJR, Verwater 
is another step closer to this goal. ‘We now also supply prefab and 
composite tanks and can do more preliminary work ourselves. This 
means less risk on site for customers.’

VERWATER AND SJR
text Gerben Holwerda
photo Jeroen Poortvliet

A broad range is and remains 
crucial in Verwater’s strategy. 
Etienne Slager, Head of Sales 

Netherlands: ‘My deal is for us to be a 
one-stop-shop for tanks. Customers 
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construction of tanks in their own 
production hall. And together with the 
acquisition, Verwater also took in SJR 
Composites through a joint venture 
(see also page 17). ‘This company 
produces composite tanks for the 
petrochemical industry’, says Robert 
Sloot, co-shareholder and former ow-
ner of SJR. ‘We use these plastic tanks 
made of fibreglass to help customers 
with tailor-made solutions, as well as 
with a reduction of their CO2-footprint. 
Because the production of composite 
tanks is more climate-friendly than 
that of stainless-steel-tanks. Still, there 
are plenty of products for which you’ll 
need stainless steel tank storage, and 
it goes without saying that we are also 
happy to provide customers in those 
sectors with bespoke services.’

Innovative strength
Verwater thinks they can also learn 
something else from their new acqui-
sition. Etienne: ‘Although Verwater is 
a very innovative company, we have 
perhaps been a bit too modest in 
marketing it. SJR is a bit bolder and has 
a high profile in this field.’ Verwater 
was always ambitious to grow, but 
always very cautiously. The company 
values its existing customer base and 
cherishes long-term partnerships. ‘The 
opportunity to acquire SJR was too 

good to pass up’, Etienne continues. ‘It 
is important that we can now offer our 
customers a broader range, whereby 
they experience as little construction 
activity as possible on their site, if they 
so wish. After all, with prefab tanks 
you only need a few days on site to put 
everything in place.’

International
How do customers react to the ac-
quisition of SJR by Verwater? Etienne: 
‘In the Rotterdam Botlek area, we 
have customers who very deliberately 
chose Verwater and very deliberately 
chose SJR. Now that we’re together we 
all benefit, and those customers see 
that as well. For them, it means we can 
offer a broader portfolio of products 
and services, and for Verwater, it 
means we can enter new markets. 
Geographically too, because SJR also 
supplies prefabricated tanks to Abu 
Dhabi, for example. Because the 
production hall is located in the Rot-
terdam harbour, transport can easily 
take place by water. Until now, our in-
ternational activities have been limited 
mainly to civil engineering works and 
jacking. Our initial focus remains on 
the Amsterdam-Rotterdam-Antwerp 
area, but we can now move into the 
international market more.’

Verwater: prefab tank construction on RDM Campus
SJR has been around for over 55 years and specialises in the prefab construction of tanks up to a height of 32 metres and a 

diameter of 24 metres. Twelve years ago, the company shifted its focus from tanks for the horticulture sector to tanks for the 

petrochemical industry. Not without reason: due to the energy transition, the demand for very large storage tanks is limited. 

They are used mainly for the more ‘crude’ types, which are increasingly being replaced by (bio)ethanol and methanol, for 

example. You can use smaller storage tanks for that, and, as a result of the takeover, Verwater is now building these in its own 

production hall at the RDM shipyard in the Waalhaven in Rotterdam.

Tanks for biofuels
This joining of forces immediately 
proved its worth with a major order 
from Vopak. In the colossal prefab 
production hall at RDM, tanks are 
currently being built that are a direct 
result of the energy transition. Vopak 
is investing in sixteen new tanks at 
its terminal in Vlaardingen, for the 
storage of waste-based raw materials 
for the production of biofuels such as 
biodiesel and aviation biofuel. Sloot: 
‘Without a strong player like Verwater 
behind us, we would not have been 
given this order. The financial scope 
and a lot of professionalism in project 
management and support were really 
decisive. And it is also favourable for 
Vopak, because they are doing busi-
ness with a party they already know.’

Party
The integration of both companies will 
be completed by the end of the year. 
By then, Verwater will have moved to 
Droogdokweg 71 at the Waalhaven in 
Rotterdam. Time for a party?  
‘Definitely!’ Robert and Etienne agree.  
‘In 2022, together with the centennial 
anniversary, we are going to set  
up something beautiful for our  
customers.’  

‘THE MOST IMPORTANT THING IS THAT WE CAN NOW OFFER 
OUR CUSTOMERS A MORE COMPLETE OFFER, WHEREBY THEY
WILL EXPERIENCE AS LITTLE CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY AS
POSSIBLE ON THEIR SITE, IF THEY WISH SO’



is a set of standards and values that 
are considered normal’, says Jager. ‘At 
Verwater, we are currently measuring 
our safety culture. This is complicated, 
because our people work at many 
different sites and have to adapt to 
the local safety culture that prevails. 
So, for us it is an extra challenge to 
create a common safety culture. This 
will ultimately be a top-down-process. 
When it comes to safety, you have to 
set the right example from the top 

down in order in order to build or 
perpetuate this culture. You have to 
demonstrate and encourage the right 
behaviour. The employees will then 
adopt it, and finally this behaviour will 
become ‘normal’ in their daily work.’

Just culture
Baksteen agrees. ‘You have to in-
troduce and implement your safety 
culture from top to bottom. Para-
mount to a safe and learning organi-

A learning organisation gives 
wings to your safety culture
What can the industry learn from aviation when it comes to safety 
culture? Jan Jager, Manager HSEQ of Verwater talks to aviation 
safety expert Benno Baksteen about this question.

A high level of safety is not cre-
ated by rules; it is the result of 
a learning organisation. This is 

Benno Baksteen’s firm belief. He was 
an airline pilot for many years, and the 
face of the Dutch Airline Pilots Asso-
ciation in the media. These days, he is 
the chairman of DEGAS, the Dutch Ex-
pert Group on Aviation Safety. HSEQ 
manager Jan Jager of Verwater likes to 
talk to him about safety. ‘Culture, and 
therefore your safety culture as well, 

Verwater & Aviation
Jan Jager, HSEQ Manager at Verwater, talks to aviation safety 
expert Benno Baksteen about safety. What are the 
differences and similarities between industrial production 
and aviation? What can we learn from each other?

2020

HSEQ
text Gerben Holwerda 
photo Jeroen van Kooten
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sation, in my view, is a just culture, as 
we have known in aviation for years. 
It is about people not being afraid 
to report unusual or unsafe situati-
ons. You have an open and honest 
dialogue about all things that (nearly) 
went wrong. Reports are encouraged 
because they can be the starting 
point for learning and improving. In 
addition, a key element is that, as 
an employee, you can be confident 
that you will never be punished if you 
have acted against the rules, because 
you acted in good conscience and 
thought it would be better.’ Jager re-
acts: ‘But that doesn’t mean that you 
can just do whatever you want, I sup-
pose.’ ‘Certainly not’, says Baksteen.
‘The just culture should not be confu-
sed with a no blame culture. If you act 
in a malicious way, you will definitely 
be punished. Because one of the 
other characteristics of a just culture 
is that you distinguish between ho-
nest and dishonest intentions. After 
the employee has told their story, you 
do an analysis. Did someone act in 
good conscience and perhaps break 
a rule because they thought it was 
better to do so? Or did they break 
the rules so that they could get home 
earlier? In the latter case, sanctions 
must definitely follow.’

Solidified distrust
Baksteen continues: ‘If you know why 
something (nearly) went wrong, you 
can draw up procedures that really 
help employees to work better and 
more safely. In many organisations, 

procedures have changed from a 
tool to help professionals do their 
job properly to a checklist to cover 
the organisation. At that point, in 
my opinion, the procedure loses its 
value. It has changed from solidified 
experience into solidified distrust. 
This can be counterproductive. After 
a fatal industrial accident at a petro-
chemical company, it turned out that 
about 27 procedures weren’t being 
followed. This was not unwillingness, 
but the result of an unworkable set of 
procedures which in practice no one 
complied with any more.’

Deliberate deviation
By the way, within a just culture it is 
certainly not taboo to deviate from 
the procedures. ‘If you have good 
procedures, you do not need to 
deviate often, but as a captain I did 
it on average once a year – obviously 
always in consultation with the others 
in the cockpit’, says Baksteen. ‘And 
as long as everyone really thinks 
it is much better, and especially if 
you think things will go dramatically 
wrong otherwise, that is fine. Such a 
deviation was always reported and 
analysed after the flight. If you con-
fine professionals to procedures too 
much, they can no longer cope with 
unexpected events, and you do need 
that resilience. After all, life is fun-
damentally unpredictable. In a just 
culture you can consciously deviate 
from the procedures and as long as 
you do it in good conscience, you will 
not be punished for it. Not even if the 

assessment was wrong and not even 
if things do go wrong.’

Sharing experience
‘Interesting’, Jager responds. ‘As an 
industrial service provider, we can 
certainly learn from the approach 
used in the aviation sector. I also 
think that near-accidents should be 
talked about much more. Because 
they are actually gifts: something 
has gone wrong but without conse-
quences. The reflex should not be: 
oops, that only just went right, I’ll 
keep quiet about that, but: something 
nearly went wrong; let me share that 
experience so we can learn from it.’ 
Baksteen: and that is what you want 
to achieve: a learning organisation. 
That will give wings to your safety 
culture!’

More information on just culture and 
explanatory videos by Benno Baksteen 
can be found at: 
www.adviescollege-degas.nl

‘NEAR-ACCIDENTS
ARE A KIND OF GIFT: 
WE CAN LEARN 
FROM THEM’



large quantities, such as Australia and 
countries in Africa and South America. 
In Rotterdam, we are working with 
the existing tank storage companies 
and industry to set up the hydrogen 
market – import, use and export. 
Multiple technologies will be used to 
import hydrogen and then export it 
to the hinterland. In the long term it 
will be a hydrogen mix consisting of 
liquid hydrogen, ammonia and several 
LOHCs. In Rotterdam, we are therefore 
working on the infrastructure needed 
for each of these hydrogen carriers. 
In theory, hydrogen can be transpor-
ted while deeply refrigerated. The 
advantage of this is that the hydrogen 
retains its pure form, the disadvantage 
is that cooling requires a lot of energy. 
A second method is to transport the 
hydrogen packed in ammonia. In addi-
tion, you can use the existing infra-
structure and also market the ammo-
nia. The drawback is that if you want 
to use the hydrogen, you have to crack 
the ammonia at high temperatures 
and its storage requires special tanks. 
Finally, we can import hydrogen by 
coupling it to LOHCs. Here too, when 

it comes to transport, you can use the 
existing infrastructure. But as soon 
as you want to market the hydrogen 
you will have to crack it and then you’ll 
need two tanks: one for the hydrogen 
and one for the LOHCs. LOHCs pose 
an additional challenge, because you’ll 
want to reuse the empty LOHCs. The 
question is: can you do this at the final 
destination or do you have to return 
them to be recharged? And how will 
you then transport the hydrogen to 
the hinterland? In liquid form, whether 
or not connected to a carrier, it will be 
transported by boat, train or lorry. In 
addition, it can be transported in gas 
form through hydrogen pipelines, for 
which we are working on HyTransPort. 
RTM and the Delta Corridor. We ex-
pect the first imports to take place in 
2025. Until 2030, this will mainly invol-
ve hydrogen in the carriers ammonia, 
methanol and LOHCs. After that, we 
expect the technology to be in place 
to transport cooled hydrogen in large 
volumes.’   

‘In order to meet the demand of 
20 million tonnes of hydrogen, we 
have to rely heavily on imports. 

We will soon be able to generate about 
two million tonnes of hydrogen locally, 
partly thanks to the electrolysis park 
at the Maasvlakte. The rest will have to 
be imported from countries where so-
lar or wind energy can be generated in 

TankTalk
In TankTalk, Verwater customers respond to a question 
or a statement. This time it is to Adwin Martens, Director 
at WaterstofNet, and Xander Japin, Business Developer 
Energy Transition at the Port of Rotterdam 

Xander Japin, Business Developer 
Energy Transition, Port of 
Rotterdam.

‘We expect the first 
imports of sustainably 
produced hydrogen 
in 2025’

Hydrogen is set to play 
a major role in the 
energy transition. What 
kind of infrastructure 
will be required?

The demand for hydrogen is growing rapidly. Both the Rotterdam and the Flemish port area are expected 
to play a major role in the hydrogen economy geared towards Northwest Europe. This involves tens of 
millions of tonnes of hydrogen, which is needed as a resource for industry, as a source of heat and as fuel 
for land transport, shipping and aviation. What does this mean in practice? How do we transport and 
store hydrogen?

text Trudy van Dijk  
photo Havenbedrijf Rotterdam en Waterstofnet
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Adwin Martens, director and 
founder of WaterstofNet

‘Flanders already 
contains the heart of 
the largest private 
hydrogen network in 
the world’

‘What is very different now 
from ten years ago is that 
there is a sense of urgen-

cy. Large companies realise that they 
really have to prepare for the energy 
transition. In ten years’ time, the 
environmental requirements will be 
so stringent that they’ll have to switch 
to green molecules, and this change-

over can’t be achieved in three years. 
With the ports of Antwerp, North Sea 
Port, Zeebrugge and Ostend, the large 
chemical and steel industry and the 
current logistics chain to Germany and 
France, among other places, the Flan-
ders region has everything it needs to 
respond to this. We will soon be able 
to occupy a top position in the Euro-
pean hydrogen economy. A major ad-
vantage here is that Flanders already 
has the heart of the largest private 
hydrogen network in the world, con-
structed by Air Liquide in the 1970s. 
Crucially, an open system will soon be 
built that can serve as the backbone 
of the hydrogen economy and that 
can be used for industry, constructi-
on and transport. Fluxys is currently 
developing the plans for such an “open 
network”. Flanders “owns” very little 
sea and therefore has fewer options 
for generating large-scale green wind 
energy itself. Like the port of Rotter-
dam, the Flemish port area focuses on 
import. Promising countries for import 
by sea are the Middle East, Austra-
lia and countries in South America, 
such as Chili. In addition, we expect 

to import hydrogen by means of 
pipelines from countries such as Spain 
and Portugal. As an import terminal, 
Zeebrugge is the ideal place for the 
construction of a tank terminal for the 
storage of hydrogen in carriers such as 
methanol and aqua ammonia (ammo-
nia dissolved in water), and possibly 
for the storage of liquid hydrogen. 
At present, aqua ammonia is widely 
used as a carrier because it can be 
transported in existing tankers, but all 
options are currently under considera-
tion. What is important now is that the 
technology is sufficiently scaled up, for 
instance for the transport of liquid hy-
drogen, methanol, aqua ammonia and 
LOHCs. Within the Hydrogen Industry 
Cluster, several parties are thinking 
about the transition to green molecu-
les, and various projects are under-
way. It is essential that parties such as 
Verwater are proactive, involved and 
willing to co-invest: they too must be 
at the development table in order to 
be able to fulfil “tomorrow’s sustaina-
ble reality”.’  
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Renewable energy 
from Vlaardingen
At the Vopak Vlaardingen terminal there will be placed sixteen new tanks, which Verwater is currently buil-
ding. Vopak will use these tanks for the storage of waste-based raw materials for the production of biofuels, 
such as biodiesel and aviation biofuel.

16 tanks
A total of sixteen tanks are being built 
for this project.

64.000m3

The tanks all have a volume of 4,000 m3, 
making a total of 64,000 m3.

32 people
On an average business day, about 
32 Verwater employees work on the 
production of these tanks.

5 Kilometres
It is about a five-kilometre sail from 
the Verwater production hall to Vopak 
Vlaardingen. Next June, from RDM Cam-
pus, where Verwater  is based, the six-
teen tanks will be transported by floating 
sheerlegs over the Nieuwe Maas to the 
Vopak terminal in Vlaardingen.

14 metres
The tanks have a diameter of 14 metres.

29,6 metres
The tanks have a cylinder height of 26.5 
metres; with landings included each one 
is 29.6 metres high.


